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VILLA MIRABELLO 
Varese, piazza Motta 4 

 

 VILLA 
Villa Mirabello takes the name from the place historically set to the suburbs of the city from which it 

was and it is possible to have a superb view on the Varese lake and on the mountains that surround 

it. 

The first certain data get back to thirties of the Seven hundred one, when the abbot Giulio Cesare 

Neri, to its death in 1731, left the ground with the housing unities to his own servants the consorts 

Charles Tamborini and Maria Pallavicini. They decided, a few years later, in 1737, to sell the property 

with the two buildings, the residence and the agricultural house,in Piazza Motta, to the milan owner 

Felice Clerici,a rich merchant of fabric whose villa on Mirabello’s hill acquired his fonction as holiday’s 

place. 

In 1788 villa Mirabello was bought by Gaetano Stampa, marquis of Soncino and it remained of 

ownership of the family up to death in 1836,of the widow of the count Gaetano Besozzi ,Livia Stampa 

di Soncino.  

Her heirs decided to get in on the auction , with all its appliances, doing an estimation which 

represents a precious source for the reconstruction of the aspect of the villa before its renovation,in 

the forties of the ‘800. Worthy of attention is the description of the oratory, preserved unchanged in 

all his constitutive parts , where it was preserved also the precious statue of  Madonna con Bambino, 

of Agostino Busti said  “the Bambaja”.  

The whole ownership Stampa was purchased to the auction by Luigi Taccioli, an exponent of a rich 

devoted milan family, who works in the silky commerce. 



 

 

To the architect Luigi Clerichetti, his wife's brother, the Taccioli submitted in 1843-44 the renovation 

of the building, that was turned into an English Gothic style, like it appears today. In 1839 the 

Clerichetti has already begun the jobs of embellishment of the agricultural house, toward the city 

plaza that was turned into the stable and gatehouse, and of building of a new entry with gate, that 

constitutes today the access to the villa. 

In 1951 the gatehouse and the stables were turned into a room for reunions and offices and then 

they’ll be destined to host a musical high school since 1954 to the 2006. 

Gaetano Taccioli died in 1877 and the villa  passed  to his niece Giulia, in 1879. 

 

The Giardini Estensi became public in 1882,and so the consorts Giulia Taccioli and Gianfranco Litta 

Modignani felt threatened even more their reservation, already hard tested from their neighbor, 

Carlo Pellegrinni Robbioni that  had erected a tower that today polls still beside Villa Mirabello: Giulia 

Taccioli Litta Modigliani succeeded in purchasing the panoramic tower in 1886. 

In 1948 the villa Litta Modignani and the relative park were acquired by the Common. In this way the 

park of villa Mirabello was united to the Estensi and the places of the building to the gardens  were 

turned into a center of the Civic Museums, inaugurated in the 1949. 

THE PARK 

The park of villa Mirabello includes more than a century old tree and monumental trees as magnolias, 

holm oaks and platans. Among all this trees it detaches the stately cedar of Lebanon whose height 

overcomes the 28 meters and the circumference of the stem it almost reaches the 9 meters. 

During the jobs of renovation, wanted by Taccioli  it was also built a greenhouse in beaten iron to the 

villa, that it is distinguished for the continuous relationship among inside and outside, among 

architectural and naturalistic element, among lights and shades, thanks to the great glass door of the 

environments. 
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